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Timeline	
•  Tuesday	29.3	

•  10-12	Open	lecture	“SoBware	engineering	for	sustainability	–	The	Karlskrona	manifesto”,	Room	4511	
•  12-16	Opening	of	the	course,	Room	7441	

•  Wednesday	30.3	
•  18-22	LUT	Beach	Sauna,	student	idea	presentaSons	&	discussions	

•  Thursday	31.3		
•  10-12	Stakeholder	model	and	goal	modelling,	Room	4511	
•  12-14	Course	work,	Room	4511	

•  Friday	1.4	
•  10-12	System	vision,	Sustainability	analysis	and	use	cases,	Room	LS204	
•  12-14Course	work,	Room	LS	204	

•  Monday	4.4.	
•  10-14	Intermediate	presentaSons,	Room	7441	

•  Tuesday	5.4	
•  12-16	Course	work,	Room	7441	

•  Wednesday	6.4	
•  8-10	Briefing	for	presentaSons,	Room	7441	
•  10-12	Course	work,	Room	7441	

•  Thursday	7.4	
•  10-14	Course	work,	Room	7441	

•  Friday	8.4	
•  12-16	Final	presentaSons,	Room	7441	 2	



Outline	&	Overview	

1.  System	Vision	
2.  Usage	Model	
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Requirements	Engineering	for	
Sustainability	

Guiding Questions for Green RE:
1. Does the system have an explicit sustainability purpose?
2. Which impact does the system have on the environment?
3. Is there a stakeholder for environmental sustainability?
4. What are the sustainability goals and constraints for the system?
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Example		
checklist	for		
analyzing	
environmental		
sustainability		
for	a	soBware		
system.	



System	Vision	



DefiniSon:	System	vision	

•  Def.:	The	system	vision	is	a	joint	vision	of	the	
system	agreed	upon	by	all	acSve	
stakeholders	

•  CharacterisScs	
– Big	picture	
– Abstract	

•  Purpose	
– Agreement	on	what	this	project	is	about	
– Easy	communicaSon	with	stakeholders	
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Example:	Car	Sharing	System	
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Example:	Pub	
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[Monk	&	Howard,	1998]	
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ConnecSon	to	
RE	content	items	
•  Input	

– Business	Case	
– Stakeholders	
– Goals	
– Domain	Model	

•  Output	
– Usage	Model	
– Quality	Requirements	
– Risk	List	
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Methods	

•  Rich	Picture		
[Monk	&	Howard,	1998]	

•  Used	in	parScipatory	design	
– Brainstorming	
– Storyboarding	
– Paper-based	prototyping	
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Method:	
Rich		
picture	
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24 i n t e r a c t i o n s . . . m a r c h  +  a p r i l   1 9 9 8

drawing the rich picture are included in
this structure to remind themselves that
they too have a separate viewpoint, con-
cerns, and possible bias. 

✱ Process refers to the transformations that
occur in the process of the work. These
transformations might be part of a flow of
goods, documents, or data. In Figure 1 the
processes depicted are transformations of
goods, money, and enjoyment. In Figure 2
the emphasis is more on the process by
which different roles influence one another.

✱ Concerns is the most useful component,
for the purposes of this paper. Checkland
calls them “issues.” We prefer the word
“concern” because it captures more clearly
the idea of a particular individual’s moti-
vation for using the system. These differ-
ent motivations give rise to the different
perspectives each person has. Each of the
people captured in the rich picture will
have concerns. A manager might have a
concern arising from the pressure being

put on her to reduce the number of staff
in her department. Someone in that
department may have a concern that his
job may be de-skilled or that he may be
laid off. The thought bubbles coding con-
cerns in Figure 1 make it clear that the
brewery, the employees of the pub, and
the customers each have very different
perspectives on what the pub is for. 
Finally, tensions between stakeholders can

be highlighted. The “crossed swords” icon
serves this purpose. In Figure 1 the pub is
shown to be in tension with other pubs, pre-
sumably through their competition for a lim-
ited pool of customers. Identifying tensions
with crossed swords is a useful preliminary
step to precisely identifying the conflicting
concerns and how they may be resolved.

Table 1 lists some of the features that make
for an effective rich picture. The first three
serve to prevent the rich picture from becom-
ing overloaded with detail. The advantage of
having a rich picture that is comprehensible to
the people who have given you the informa-
tion (Item 4 in Table 1) is that you can take it
back to them for review. In this way you can
elicit new information and correct mistakes of
interpretation. The discipline of using the lan-
guage of the work context may also help pre-
vent the inclusion of structure, process, and
concerns that are not real but that the analyst
thinks should be there. The last point in Table
1 is that work context analysis requires imagi-
nation and creativity, just like design itself.
Examining the examples given here and in the
references should provide plenty of ideas for
potential users of this technique.

The remainder of this article illustrates the
role that rich pictures can play in two related
contexts: participatory design and lightweight
usability engineering.

Uses of Rich Pictures
Rich Pictures in Participatory Design

Drawing a rich picture requires that the analyst
work closely with the stakeholders so that the
pictures capture the situation and related con-
cerns from the stakeholders’ points of view.
Stakeholders participate in the process by
working with the analyst to identify structures,

Table 1. Elements of an Effective Rich Picture

Element Comment
1. Include structure Include only enough structure to allow

you to record the process and con-
cerns. The latter requires that all the 
people who will use or could  con-
ceivably be affected by the introduc-
tion of the new system be included.

2. Include process Do not attempt to record all the intri-
cacies of process; a broad brush 
approach is usually all that is needed

3. Include concerns Caricature the concern in a thought 
bubble (see Figures 1–3 for exam-
ples). A fuller explanation may be 
provided in a supplementary docu-
ment 

4. Use the language of This will make the rich picture com-
the people depicted in it prehensible to your informants

5. Use any pictorial or textual There is no correct way of drawing a 
device that suits your purpose rich picture. There are as many styles

as analysts and the same analyst will 
find different styles useful in differ-
ent situations

[Monk	&	Howard,	1998]	



Example:	Web	Design	Consultancy	
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[Monk	&	Howard,	1998]	
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processes, and concerns significant to them.
SSM’s focus on the stakeholders’ viewpoint
shares much with various participatory design
methods [e.g., 7]. There is, however, an impor-
tant difference between participatory design
and SSM: the role of the user in the design
process. In participatory design the user takes
an active role in the analysis and design
process; in SSM this is often not the case.

Rich pictures can be used to record, reason
about, communicate, and negotiate signifi-
cant issues as they arise during or after partic-
ipatory design. Essentially the role of the rich
picture is to make explicit the stakeholders,
their interrelationships, and their concerns.
Interestingly, this can be done at two levels. A
rich picture of the work context can be drawn

that identifies the stakeholders and the work
setting. Figures 1–3 are examples of this type
of rich picture. Additionally, a rich picture of
the participatory design team itself can be
used to identify the necessary managers,
hands-on users, beneficial users, analysts,
designers, and other participants. This type of
rich picture can be useful in “designing
design,” in composing the stakeholder meet-
ings, and in reasoning about design processes.
Comparing the work-context rich picture
with the design-context rich picture provides a
way of checking whether there is appropriate
stakeholder representation on the design
team. Consider the use of rich pictures with
the following techniques seen frequently in
approaches to participatory design.

Figure 2  Rich Picture of Web Design Consultancy
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Example/exercise:	What	is	this	system?	
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Example/exercise:	What	is	this	system?	
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Example:	Cold	Storage	Warehouse	
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[Monk	&	Howard,	1998]	
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include Monk et al.’s simplified user testing
procedure Cooperative Evaluation [13] and
Nielsen’s simplified usability inspection tech-
nique, Heuristic Evaluation [17]. With these
techniques, prototypes and scenarios are cru-
cial parts of communication between designer
and user. Without these concrete representa-
tions of the design, little communication can
occur. With them, however, both user and

designer can develop common ground by
focusing on actions and tasks. A rich picture
can serve a similar communicative function
much earlier in design when one is thinking
about the general work context and the con-
straints this imposes.

Monk [12] describes how a rich picture can
be used as the first step in a lightweight design
process, to reason about the redesign of the

Figure 3. Rich Picture of a
Cold Storage Warehouse



Good	tutorial	

hjp://systems.open.ac.uk/materials/T552/	
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System	Vision	in	AMDiRE	

•  Includes	
– Structure	
– Process	
– Concerns	

•  Elements	
– System	border	
– Others	systems	in	the	context	
– Features	/	usage	
– RelaSon	to	important	stakeholders	

Dr.	Birgit	Penzenstadler	 17	
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System	Vision	
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à How	to:		
Take	input	from		
Stakeholder	Model,		
Domain	and	Goals	
to	sketch:	
•  System	scope	
•  Major	features	
•  Business	context	
•  OperaSonal	

context	
•  Stakeholders	
•  Concerns	Car	Sharing	Community	

Search	
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Data	
Base	

WebApp	

ParScipate	

Car	pool	
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Requirements / System / Solution DomainContext / Environment / Problem Domain
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Usage	Model	
•  Def.:	A	usage	model	describes	the	
system	behavior	form	the	point	of	
view	of	the	user	(„Black	box“)	by	
modeling	interacSon	sequences.	

•  It	specifies	the	use	cases		
(from	the	system	vision)	

•  Why?	Understanding	of		
intended	uses	the	system.	

•  NotaSons:	
–  Use	case	overview	diagram		
–  Structured	text	(templates)	
–  UML	acSvity	diagrams	
– Message	Sequence	Charts	
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Use	cases	&	Scenarios	

•  Def.:	A	use	case	is	a	series	of	system	events	
triggered	by	an	actor	that	leads	to	results	for	the	
actor.	

•  Def.:	A	scenario	is	an	ordered	set	of	interacSons	
between	partners,	usually	a	system	and	a	group	
of	external	actors.	

•  A	Usage	Model	in	AMDiRE	has	three	parts:	
– Use	Case	Overview	Diagram	(„bubble“	diagram)	
– Use	Case	Templates	(one	per	„bubble“)	
–  Scenario	diagrams	(one	per	use	case	template)	
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Use	Case	Overview	Diagram	
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[uml-diagrams.org	2010]	
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Another	
Use	Case	
Overview	
Diagram	
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[Scoj	W.	Ambler	2007]	
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ElaboraSon	of	a	Usage	Model	
•  Deducing	the	Use	Cases		

–  IdenSficaSon	of	Use	Case	by	
business	processes	

–  Analysis	of	business	processes	
•  Task	distribuSon	to	actors	
•  IdenSficaSon	of	usage	funcSons	
•  DefiniSon	of	the	role	of	the	system,	e.g.:	

–  Passive	support	(data	administraSon),		
–  AcSve	support	(task	performance)	

–  Informal	start:	What	are	the	system	features?	
•  Stepwise	descripSon	and	refinement	of	the	scenarios	and	their	interacSon	

–  Focus	on	analysis	and	modeling	of	
•  InformaSon	flow	(for	later	data	modeling)	
•  InteracSon	and	control	flow	at	the	system	border	

25	
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ATM	Use	Case	Overview	
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RelaSon:	Use	Cases	and	Scenarios	

Dr.	Birgit	Penzenstadler	 27	

Use Case 

Scenario 

 (1) (2) 

•  For	each	„bubble“	in	the	overview	diagram:	
•  Use	Cases	summarize	a	set	of	scenarios	to	a	

specific	usage	of	the	system.		
–  Use	Case:		

Task,	objecSve,	causal	relaSon	(pre-	and	
post-condiSons)		

–  Scenario:		
Sequence	of	Events	(steps,	events,	
interacSon)	

Itera+ve	Elabora+on	
(compare	to	refinement	and	abstracSon	of	
goals	in	the	earlier	lecture)	

(1)	Cluster	scenarios	to	tasks	
(2)	Elicit	task-specific	scenarios,		

analyse	and	walk	through	them	

CSULB	spring	2015	



Use	cases		
&	Scenarios:		
Cockburn		
template	

Dr.	Birgit	Penzenstadler	 28	

•  Use:	Use	cases	and	
scenarios	complement	
each	other.	

•  Techniques:	Structured	
text	and/or	sequence/
interacSon	diagrams	

•  Elicita+on:	iteraSve;	
combine	scenarios	to	
tasks,	„play	out“	task-
specific	scenarios	and	
analyse	

CSULB	spring	2015	



Example	
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•  Use	Case:	<number>	<the	name	should	be	the	goal	as	a	short	acSve	verb	phrase>	
•  CHARACTERISTIC	INFORMATION	

–  Goal	in	Context:	<a	longer	statement	of	the	goal,	if	needed>	
–  Scope:	<what	system	is	being	considered	black-box	under	design>	
–  Level:	<one	of:	Summary,	Primary	task,	SubfuncSon>	
–  PrecondiSons:	<what	we	expect	is	already	the	state	of	the	world>	
–  Success	End	CondiSon:	<the	state	of	the	world	upon	successful	compleSon>	
–  Failed	End	CondiSon:	<the	state	of	the	world	if	goal	abandoned>	
–  Primary	Actor:	<a	role	name	for	the	primary	actor,	or	descripSon>	
–  Trigger:	<the	acSon	upon	the	system	that	starts	the	use	case,	may	be	Sme	event>	

•  MAIN	SUCCESS	SCENARIO	
–  <put	here	the	steps	of	the	scenario	from	trigger	to	goal	delivery,	and	any	cleanup	aBer>	
–  <step	#>	<acSon	descripSon>	

•  EXTENSIONS	
–  <put	here	there	extensions,	one	at	a	Sme,	each	refering	to	the	step	of	the	main	

scenario>	
–  <step	altered>	<condiSon>	:	<acSon	or	sub.use	case>	
–  <step	altered>	<condiSon>	:	<acSon	or	sub.use	case>	

•  SUB-VARIATIONS	
–  <put	here	the	sub-variaSons	that	will	cause	eventual	bifurcaSon	in	the	scenario>	
–  <step	or	variaSon	#	>	<list	of	sub-variaSons>	
–  <step	or	variaSon	#	>	<list	of	sub-variaSons>	Dr.	Birgit	Penzenstadler	 30	CSULB	spring	2015	
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•  RELATED	INFORMATION	(opSonal)	
–  Priority:	<how	criScal	to	your	system	/	organizaSon>	
–  Performance	Target:		

<the	amount	of	Sme	this	use	case	should	take>	
–  Frequency:	<how	oBen	it	is	expected	to	happen>	
–  Superordinate	Use	Case:		

<opSonal,	name	of	use	case	that	includes	this	one>	
–  Subordinate	Use	Cases:		

<opSonal,	depending	on	tools,	links	to	sub	use	cases>	
–  Channel	to	primary	actor:		

<e.g.	interacSve,	staSc	files,	database>	
–  Secondary	Actors:		

<list	of	other	systems	needed	to	accomplish	use	case>	
–  Channel	to	Secondary	Actors:		

<e.g.	interacSve,	staSc,	file,	database,	Smeout>	
•  OPEN	ISSUES	(opSonal)	

–  <list	of	issues	about	this	use	cases	awaiSng	decisions>	
•  SCHEDULE	

–  Due	Date:	<date	or	release	of	deployment>	

2	of	2	
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•  Use	Case:	1	withdraw	money	
•  CHARACTERISTIC	INFORMATION	

–  Goal	in	Context:	user	withdraws	money	from	the	ATM	
–  Scope:	ATM	
–  Level:	Primary	task	
–  PrecondiSons:	user	has	an	ATM	card	and	has	access	to	ATM	
–  Success	End	CondiSon:	user	gets	money	
–  Failed	End	CondiSon:	user	doesn’t	get	money	
–  Primary	Actor:	customer	(=	user)	
–  Trigger:	ATM	card	entered	by	user	

•  MAIN	SUCCESS	SCENARIO	
1.  User	enters	card	
2.  System	prompts	for	PIN	
3.  User	enters	PIN	
4.  System	prompts	opSons	for	withdrawal	/	transfer	/	deposit	money		
5.  User	selects	withdraw	
6.  System	prompts	for	amount	
7.  User	enters	amount	
8.  System	returns	money	

•  EXTENSIONS	
–  5.	condi2on	selecSon	of	different	account:	ac2on	Withdraw	from	different	account	
–  <step	altered>	<condiSon>	:	<acSon	or	sub.use	case>	
–  <step	altered>	<condiSon>	:	<acSon	or	sub.use	case>	

•  SUB-VARIATIONS	
–  4.	condi2on	user	entered	wrong	PIN:	ac2on	system	displays	error	message	
–  8.	not	enough	money:	system	displays	error	message	
–  <step	or	variaSon	#	>	<list	of	sub-variaSons>	

•  RELATED	INFORMATION	(opSonal)	
–  Priority:	criScal	
–  Performance	Target:	one	minute	
–  Frequency:	very	oBen	(depends	on	locaSon	of	ATM)	
–  Superordinate	Use	Case:	<opSonal,	name	of	use	case	that	includes	this	one>	
–  Subordinate	Use	Cases:	<opSonal,	depending	on	tools,	links	to	sub.use	cases>	
–  Channel	to	primary	actor:	interacSve	
–  Secondary	Actors:	<list	of	other	systems	needed	to	accomplish	use	case>	
–  Channel	to	Secondary	Actors:	<e.g.	interacSve,	staSc,	file,	database,	Smeout>	

•  OPEN	ISSUES	(opSonal)	
–  <list	of	issues	about	this	use	cases	awaiSng	decisions>	

•  SCHEDULE	
–  Due	Date:	May	2014	

Example	
Use	Case	

ATM	
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Todos	
System	Vision	
Usage	Model	
	
Submit	both	to	me	as	one	PDF	file	per	team	by	the	
end	of	today.	
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